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Featured Application: Suggestion for navigation software companies about an “ideal” built-in
car navigation interface, which can be more helpful for drivers.

Abstract: Driving is based on effective navigation. When using a navigation device, the user interface,
the amount and quality of the underlying data and its representation all effect the quality of navigation.
This study evaluates whether drivers in three different countries consider these devices to be useful
and what functionality they would prefer. An online questionnaire was used to assess built-in
navigation systems. The findings from 213 respondents show that current car GPSs are overloaded
with features. Regardless of country, drivers simply require more basic functionality in the interface.
It was also noted that the embedded functions in these devices are not fully utilized. In addition,
many people use the navigation service to enter a new address while the car is moving. It may be
worth examining how this option can be better implemented.

Keywords: car navigation; built-in GPS; user experience; GPS interface

1. Introduction

A major requirement for safe travel is fast and accurate navigation assistance. While
maps once served this function, at least with the help of a navigator/passenger, technology
now provides electronic and mostly automated solutions. Several different types of naviga-
tion tools are available, including free phone apps, such as Google Maps, dedicated GPS
navigation devices or built-in car navigation systems. These devices all have different user
interfaces and graphic displays requiring varying amounts of user attention [1].

This research specifically examines built-in GPS systems in cars. These types of
navigation systems have been the subject of only a minimal amount of academic research.
The primary purpose of this research was to determine what should be implemented in a
new generation of car navigation devices. We wanted to obtain answers to the following
general questions:

• What do GPS systems look like today and how are they used?
• Do drivers consider these devices to be appropriate? If not, what would they prefer?
• Are there any differences in the preferences between countries with different eco-

nomic backgrounds?

The survey was conducted in three Central European countries: Hungary, Romania
and Austria.
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The authors recognize the implicit quandary in using navigation devices of all kinds.
When navigating in an environment without electronic assistance, people learn its spatial
configuration as a side effect of wayfinding. This is especially true when using a larger map
that provides an overall perspective of the environment. A variety of cognitive processes
are involved when self-navigating with a map. For example, mental rotation is needed in
order to adapt the map to the current view of the environment [1]. The process of planning
a route from start to finish requires an entire array of cognitive skills. When people move
without navigation assistance, objects in the environment are noted and compared to
mental visualizations for confirmation [2]. This all helps to form a mental map that can be
the basis for future navigation.

It should also be noted that a more general definition of “GPS” is used here. Formally,
the acronym refers to the Global Positioning System, first used for the U.S.’ satellite network,
called Navstar. Therefore, the term “car/built-in GPS” would technically refer only to
devices that use satellites from the U.S. system. Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
refers to all satellite positioning systems that have been implemented by different countries
throughout the world. Most current position-finding devices use a combination of GNSS,
WiFi and cell-phone-tower triangulation methods to determine a user’s location. To most
people, GPS simply means “position-finding,” without consideration or understanding of
how it is actually achieved.

This paper begins by relating the historic progression of navigation devices. It then
examines previous research on their effectiveness, spatial knowledge acquisition and
location-based services (LBS). Finally, the questionnaire is presented and results are statisti-
cally analyzed. This leads to the presentation of a proposed user interface that can help in
the design of future car navigation systems.

2. Background and Methods
2.1. Brief History In-Car Navigation Devices

Specialized devices for navigation assistance have been available for over a century.
An advertisement dated 30 December 1909 describes a scrolling map associated with a
steering wheel. By 1930, the Italian “Touring Club Italiano” worked on a simple principle:
before starting, the driver selected and threaded the appropriate map sheets, and then the
device rolled these sheets from one roll to another. The problem was that when the vehicle
deviated from the route or came to a fork, the driver had to change the map sheet and find
the current position [3,4].

In 1966, General Motors introduced DAIR (Driver Aid, Information and Routing),
which alerted the driver to road signs, speed limits and hazards along the route [5]. The
first true automotive navigation system, the Electro Gyro-Cator, appeared in 1981 from
Honda, Alpine and Stanley Electric [4,6]. By 1985, the Etak Navigator, which used ‘dead
reckoning’ to determine the vehicle’s position [3,7], was the world’s first publicly available,
in-car navigation system.

GPS-based navigation based on the US satellite configuration was introduced in 1990
in the Mazda Eunos Cosmo as part of the touch-screen car control system [8]. Two years
later, the world’s first GPS with voice navigation was introduced in the Toyota Celsior
(Lexus LS—luxury sedan). In Europe, the BMW E38 incorporated GPS navigation in
1994 [9]). In the US, it was introduced a year later by Oldsmobile, and called GuideStar.
Selective availability was removed by the US government in 2000, making GPS signals more
accurate, and GPS-based navigation of all forms became more prevalent. More and more
car companies, businesses and tech giants have since entered the automotive GPS market.

2.2. Evaluation of In-Car Navigation

A variety of studies have examined the effectiveness of in-car navigation. In 2009, Tom-
Tom users were asked about the use of their navigation device [10]. In 2011, a Hungarian-
founded company, NNG—which developed the iGO Navigation Engine—used a ques-
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tionnaire to evaluate its system [11]. A Romanian study examined traffic in reference to
navigation systems [12].

With the increased use of smartphones, free navigation applications have become
popular. Hu et al., (2015) examined if drivers are willing to sacrifice some of the affordances
of modern navigation systems in order to prolong the phone’s battery life. The study also
acquired data about the prevalence of phone-based GPSs and voice/visual preference [13].
To get information on prototypes of Google Maps Navigation during real-world usage, an
Android-based feedback mechanism was developed [14]. According to the 41 participants,
most used the built-in car navigation system as a supplemental application [15].

2.3. Spatial Knowledge Acquisition

Differences in the spatial acquisition of knowledge between verbal instructions and
mobile maps during driving were investigated in 2005 [16]. Münzer et al. compared
three electronic navigation systems with paper maps [1]. It was found that although
navigation system users have poor survey knowledge, they have good route knowledge.
It was also shown that the size of the map display has an effect on spatial knowledge
acquisition [2]. ‘Wizard of Oz’ prototyping—a design methodology used to improve user
experience (UX)—was used in the research, e.g., no GPS was used. To compare spatial
knowledge acquisition, Ishikawa et al. [17] included map-based GPS navigation systems in
their research (in addition to paper maps and direct travel experience).

2.4. Location-Based Services

Location-based services (LBS) are mobile applications that give information depending
on the location and context of the user [18,19]. The largest and probably the most popular
LBS applications (including driver assistance, passenger information and vehicle manage-
ment) are the mobile (car or pedestrian) navigation systems [20]. These systems are created
and designed to help people during wayfinding activities in different environments [21].

Location-based information can be conveyed to users through an overview map or
as turn-by-turn instructions. According to Gartner [22], limited-sized screens provide
a limited overview. This can be compensated with good wayfinding instructions [23].
Fabrikant and Goldsberry [24] highlighted that bottom-up and top-down mechanisms
drive human visual attention. Unexperienced users process animated displays based on
perceptual salience and not thematic relevance [25]. According to Ware [26], users can
detect a maximum of four moving objects simultaneously.

The ‘Geographic Information Displays’ (GID) offered by smartphones can be examined
from (a) GIScience, (b) cartographic and (c) a cognitive science perspective [27].

(a) The main challenge—from the GIScience perspective—is the ‘context’ (information for
a person, place or object characterization)—that is, adaptation, inference, management
and modeling [28]. According to Griffin et al. [29], people’s behavior will change if
they receive more information about the environment (e.g., spatial and task contexts
often alter during navigation). Technical systems should solve this problem.

(b) In order to help the user’s understanding, graphic elements on the display should
change according to many visual variables [30,31]. The more sophisticated the visual-
izations are, the better the performance of a navigation-related task. To this end, new
functions have been developed, e.g., multi-scale traversal routes in a simultaneous
representation, reducing the need to zoom in and out for orientation [32]. The extent
of a visualization task’s performance depends on expertise [33–35] and emotional
context [36].

(c) GIDs should support the user’s mental representation of the variety of spatial con-
ditions that can be used during navigation [27]. For navigation, spatial information
must be translated from one reference frame to another [37]. GIDs can facilitate
this transition by providing a track-up map that improves navigation efficiency [38].
With the help of the GID’s instructions, the decision-making process of the user de-
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creases [39,40], or rather distracts the visual attention from the environment—the
space is less experienced directly by the users [41,42].

2.5. User Experience

The term “user experience” (UX) has a wide range of meanings [43]. According
to Alben [44], ‘experience’ refers to the way interactive products are used: the sense of
ownership, the feeling of use, how well the tools serve their purpose, whether they are
understood to work and how well the tool fits into the environment in which it is used.

The UX is (1) the consequence of the user’s internal state (expectations, needs, motiva-
tions, moods, etc.), (2) the characteristics of the intended system (including all products,
services and infrastructure that are involved in the interaction when the product under
consideration is used) and (3) the context (or environment) within which the interaction
takes place.

UX is subjective: the user’s state influences the perception of the system, which in
turn influences the experience and the user’s state. Built-in navigation systems have the
potential to influence the relationship between users and their environment in deep and
complex ways. Empirical and theoretical analyses show that the use of GPS units changes
people’s understanding of the world around them, their learning habits, their navigation
techniques and their knowledge of spaces and places. GPS navigation is based on abstract
representations of these spaces and places [45].

2.6. Examined Countries

The questionnaire was completed in three countries: Hungary, Romania and Austria
(Figure 1). The three countries have different historical pasts. Thus, roughly simplified,
Austria can be considered a “western”, Hungary a “central”, and Romania an “eastern”
type of country. This difference is reflected in the GDP per capita and even in the length and
quality of roads. These characteristics make these three countries suitable for comparison
and let us make a recommendation for a one-size-fits-all tool for everyone.
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2.7. The Questionnaire
2.7.1. Creating a Useful Questionnaire

Questionnaires are useful when the opinions or attitudes of a population need to
be assessed. They can provide relevant and accurate data [46] but must be appropriate,
understandable, clear, unbiased, satisfactorily coded, tested and ethical [47]. They enable
the acquisition of both qualitative and quantitative information [48,49].

For many questionnaires, respondents are “invited” directly by researchers to complete
the questionnaire. In this case, there is a high probability of respondents coming from
similar backgrounds. This limitation should be indicated. The appropriate sample size can
be facilitated by using online tools [50]. Questionnaires can be written or verbal. Although
time consuming, the advantage of the latter is that it is more similar to an everyday
conversational environment [51].

A number of criteria must be met for a successful survey (see [47]). The inclusion of
a few test items is valuable for exploring context, broadening the range of responses and
providing rich data to improve the interpretation of numerical results [50]. The relationships
between items or groups of items in the questionnaire may be important. Online surveys
present many advantages but can be impersonal. Respondents have no recourse when
confused by a question.

There are several ways to analyze the data. Graphical representations provide a
valuable visual overview. Analysis of qualitative (free text) responses requires coding
(or organizing) the data into themes, which form the basis of an interpretive discussion.
Online survey software, office software or specialized data analysis software (developed
for researchers) are often used [52]. Most online surveys incorporate some type of analysis
function. The most commonly used software is a spreadsheet program facilitating the
use of a wide range of calculation and visualization functions, including basic statistical
calculations. SPSS, R or Statistica can be used for sophisticated statistical analyses.

2.7.2. Our Online Questionnaire

In view of the guidelines for questionnaire design, we designed the survey to reach as
many people as possible in the three different countries. The same questions were asked in
order to make the results comparable between countries. The questions were translated
in such a way to capture the identical meaning of each question. Google Forms was used
because most people have familiarity with this online platform. Figure 2 shows how the
questionnaire was structured.

Three separate “tiles” were created for the questionnaire. General questions were
asked on the first sheet. There was only one criterion to take the quiz: the respondent
needed to be a driver. This section asked a total of 17 questions, about half of which
concerned their background (age, gender, education, etc.), while the other half were about
driving habits (e.g., how often they drive in certain circumstances, how many kilometers
per year they drive). Predefined answers were given to most of these questions. We asked
about the presence or use of a built-in GPS in the last two questions.

Those who answered “NO” to a question about the use of an in-car navigation system
were simply asked why they do not use it. This was followed by a question to determine
whether they use any other navigation application, and whether they still use the built-in
system. These individuals may have had a built-in navigation system but chose not to use
it. For this reason, the questions and answers on the “NO” path had to be constructed in
such a way that the respondent could find an appropriate option.
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Figure 2. Structure of the online questionnaire.

The “YES” usage path consisted of 50 questions divided into three parts (see https://
mercator.elte.hu/~vorosfanni/navigation.html, accessed on 20 February 2022). The first
16 questions were general, asking for information about the system itself and the user’s
relationship with it (e.g., what view they use while driving, and whether they take advan-
tage of the ability to update the internal database for an added cost). For questions using
a Likert-type scale [50], we tried to avoid the “neutral points” by using even-numbered
options. We asked two questions about what they like and what they view as lacking in
their navigation system. In part two, consisting of 12 questions, we asked more detailed
questions. Several questions concerned frequently visited addresses and the use of GPS
while driving. These questions were followed by optional questions. We did not want
anyone to reach this point in the questionnaire and not submit it. These questions asked
what the driver currently sees in the “map” view of his GPS and what they wanted to
see. A series of options were provided but the respondent could also provide their own
answer. Altogether, 1557 replies were received from the three countries. It was found that a
large percentage of respondents did not use a built-in navigation system. Table 1 shows a
summary of respondents who did.

https://mercator.elte.hu/~vorosfanni/navigation.html
https://mercator.elte.hu/~vorosfanni/navigation.html
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Table 1. The questions elaborated for this paper, and the number of respondents for each country.

Question Answers
-Hungary-

Answers
-Romania-

Answers
-Austria-

Does the built-in GPS navigate you loudly? 107 61 45
What view do you usually use while driving? 107 61 45
Can you control the system with voice control? 107 61 45
If yes, do you use it? 77 56 27
Built-in GPS data input method? 107 61 45
Does the “click” has a voice on the built-in GPS? 107 61 45
Now where is the built-in navigation in your car? 107 61 45
Where would you place the navigation information (e.g., arrow) in your area? 107 61 45
What do you dislike about your current navigation system? 64 33 14
What are you missing? 54 33 10
Do you turn off the “night mode”? 107 61 45
If yes, why? 12 5 4
Does the in-built navigation system offer alternative routes when planning a route? 107 61 45
If so, do you usually watch it? 87 55 36
Do you specify intermediate (more) destinations (e.g., gas station, restaurant)? 107 61 45
Frequently visited addresses...? 107 61 45
What addresses do you save to your favourites? 107 61 45
If so, how many addresses do you save? 66 44 36
Does the built-in GPS enable use while driving? 107 61 45
Do you use the GPS while driving? 107 61 45
If you use the interface on the go, when exactly? 85 50 36
If you use the interface while driving, for what reason? 81 45 31
While you drive, the map view on your current built-in GPS displays the following... 99 59 43
What would you like to see on this “home screen” if you could set it up for yourself?
(What features would you like to achieve with a single click?) 89 59 43

3. Results
3.1. By Country

The answers to the questions in Table 1 are summarized in Figure 3 (we grouped the
related issues as much as possible). In the graph, negative answers are marked in shades of
red while ‘agreeing’ answers are marked in shades of green. When based on the country,
green represents Hungary, blue Romania and red Austria. As the number of respondents
from the three countries were different, it would not make much sense to plot the number
on the charts; instead, we provide percentages.
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Figure 3. Answers about the sound effects I: (a) the output and (b) the input possibilities for
voice navigation.

The first few questions were about the “internal” data of the built-in navigation
device. Figure 3a reveals that at least half of the devices in each country speak the national
language. It is remarkable that almost all Austrian drivers use these devices with the
German language, while a significant percentage of respondents in the other countries use
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a language different from their national language (whether the system knows the national
language or not). Figure 3b shows the answers to two related questions that are also related
to the use of sound in the interface. Whether the system can be controlled with voice
instructions is shown here. Austria leads in this category. Lines indicate how many of the
voice-controlled devices are used by the drivers.

In Figure 4a, the input methods—touchscreen, navigation knob, or voice—are ana-
lyzed. The Romanian drivers are mostly touchscreen users. In Figure 3b, the question was
whether the system could respond to voice commands—not whether it could only work
with voice. The last question was about how the driver reacts to sound when the user
accepts/selects something. Based on this, it can be said that the Austrians use this feature
the least.
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Figure 4. Answers about the sound effects II: (a) possible data input methods and (b) appearance of
the “click” sound.

After the sound-based questions, the questions were about the system’s display. In
Figure 5a, the most commonly used views can be seen. Any of the four following view
options—Perspective, Top, North-oriented or Travel direction—can be selected. If it has a
perspective view, it can be oriented to north or in the travel direction. Unfortunately, the
respondents did not consider this point, so we received only one answer in most cases. On
the other hand, it can be stated that most people chose the perspective view, but Austrians
use the top view to a greater extent. The night mode is clearly not disabled by users; they
are happy with this automatic feature.
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Two questions concerned what they did not like and what they were missing in the
navigation system. Most of the answers commented that it was slow, expensive to update
(the map becomes outdated for those who do not pay for updates) and no real-time traffic
data are displayed. Several complained about inadequate zoom options. Those who
answered at the beginning that they did not use their built-in device but used another one
(e.g., Google Maps) had similar complaints.

Respondents were dissatisfied not only with the content of the navigation interface,
but also its display and location. As part of the survey, we gave the respondents five
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possible alternative locations (see Figure 6). Table 2 shows where the navigation device
is most commonly located. Out of the other four options, the currently used placement
is preferred. In the case of Hungarians in particular, the other options also received a
significant number of votes.
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Table 2. Current and recommended placements in percentage distribution.

Placement Currently
-Hungary-

Currently
-Romania-

Currently
-Austria-

Recommended
-Hungary-

Recommended
-Romania-

Recommended
-Austria-

1 0% 0% 0% 3.7% 0% 2.2%
2 12.2% 4.9% 2.2% 22.4% 18% 15.6%
3 17.8% 19.7% 20% 25.2% 31.2% 22.2%
4 66.4% 73.8% 75.6% 24.3% 34.4% 48.9%
5 3.7% 1.6% 2.2% 24.3% 16.4% 11.1%

Figure 7 shows details about the planned routes and intermediate points. In most
cases, GPS offers alternative routes, which are most often (min. 80%) viewed by drivers.
About 40% of respondents do not enter more (intermediate) waypoints, but only one at a
time. Only the Austrians indicated a tendency to enter more destinations in advance. This
would be safer than entering intermediate locations while driving.
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Figure 8 attempts to display three different types of data, each related to frequently
visited addresses. Columns in shades of brown and yellow indicate how drivers enter
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locational information (from history, save as a favorite or enter again). ‘Recall from history’
dominates in all three countries, and very few (>10%) people re-enter every time. Different
types of favorites are marked in shades of green. None of the six options dominate. The
proportion of those who do not save addresses is around 25%. Finally, a line indicates how
many addresses they have if they are saving something to favorites. Austrians saved the
fewest addresses, while 30% of Hungarians and Romanians saved at least 10 points.
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Figure 8. Answers about frequently visited addresses.

There were four questions about the use of the device while driving. These are
important questions as this type of use can greatly increases the risk of a collision. Most
devices allow the chauffeur (driver) to use the device while driving (usually the driver
has to agree at the very beginning that he/she knows that it is dangerous to use it in a
moving vehicle). More than half of drivers in all three countries use the device while
driving. Figure 9b presents the situations (blue) and reasons (green) for when the system is
used. There are no big differences between the countries for why and when the system is
used while driving.
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Figure 9. Answers about (a) GPS usage while driving and (b) the reasons for the interface usage.

The last two optional questions concerned what drivers see now on the built-in GPS
“map” view and what they want to see. Similar answers were given to both questions.
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The responses were organized into four groups: “I have it and I want it”, “I have it, but I
don’t want it”, “I don’t have it but I want it” and “I don’t have it and I don’t want it”. For each
country, two user interfaces were created from these groups. Each map on the prepared
interfaces represents a real place, and the place names are written in the official language of
the country.

3.1.1. Current Interface

The current interface was created by merging the “I have it and I want it” and “I have it,
but I don’t want it” groups. We did not depict all the features; only those for which at least
10% of all respondents responded positively. The answers given here are worth treating
with some skepticism, as most respondents filled in the questionnaire from memory. Based
on these, 19/24 functions were represented in Hungary, 20/24 in Romania and 10/24 in
Austria (Figure 10, first column). Table 3 compares the functions in the current interfaces.
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Table 3. Optional features and their current appearance by country.

Function Current Interface
-Hungary-

Current Interface
-Romania-

Current Interface
-Austria-

Add new destination button +
Altitude +
Arrival address + +
Arrival distance + + +
Arrival time + + +
Arrival weather
Delete previous
destination button
Fuel consumption
GPS accuracy +
Lane assist + +
Local time + + +
Map + + +
Mute + +
North direction + +
POIs next to route + +
Radio + +
Route number + +
Settings button + + +
Speed value + + +
Street name + + +
Traffic information + +
Turning direction + + +
Turning distance + + +
Zoom button + + +

When the functions appear on the interfaces, the general rule is, “the more important
it is, the more it moves to the left”. The most important information is closer for drivers on
the left. Since we traditionally start reading from the top left corner, it is advisable to move
these functions to the top.

During driving, apart from showing the current location, the next maneuver is the
most important. This is why the distance to turning and turning direction (along with the
turning street name) are placed in this special location at the top. The lane assist, indicating
the preferred lane, is placed directly below the turning properties and is usually presented
as a pop-up. The icon for our current position is located at the bottom middle, so the driver
can look as far off from the screen as possible; the speed of the vehicle and its altitude are
related to this.

Arrival information (address, distance and time) are all important, but the driver will
only look at it if they are on time. This explains its placement in the bottom middle. The
local time, the radio, the zoom icon and the compass have no particular significance, but
were requested by the respondents. They were placed in locations further from the driver.
Although the mute button had a low response in the questionnaire, it still occupies a more
central position, mainly due to space saving.

The other features are all related to the map itself and its content; street names, road
numbers, points of interest (POI) along the route and traffic information are now visible to
users. The main menu and settings buttons are usually not on the display itself. They are
on the car’s center console, its language being dependent on the vehicle make.

3.1.2. Recommended Interface

We used all four groups to create the proposed ideal interface, but we merged the
values into two groups: I want it = “I have it and I want it” + “I don’t have it, but I want it”
and I don’t want it = “I have it, but I don’t want it” + “I don’t have it and I don’t want it”. We
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set a limit in terms of the number of votes. We still depicted the function where the number
of “no” votes did not exceed one and was half the number of “yes” votes (Table 4).

Table 4. Optional features and the needs by country.

Function
Recommended

Interface
-Hungary-

Recommended
Interface

-Romania-

Recommended
Interface
-Austria-

Add new destination button
Altitude +
Arrival address +
Arrival distance + + +
Arrival time + + +
Arrival weather
Delete previous
destination button
Fuel consumption
GPS accuracy
Lane assist + + +
Local time + + +
Map + + +
Mute +
North direction + +
POIs next to route
Radio
Route number + + +
Settings button + + +
Speed value + +
Street name + + +
Traffic information + +
Turning direction + + +
Turning distance + + +
Zoom button + + +

Comparing the interfaces shown in Figure 10, the following differences can be detected:
(1) In Hungary, drivers now see 19 functions on the display but want 15. They indicate that
they do not need altitude, mute, POIs and radio buttons. (2) Romanians have 20 functions
and want 12 (no ‘add new destination’ button, arrival address, GPS accuracy, mute, north
direction, POIs, radio and speed value). (3) In the case of Austria, they have 15 and they
want only 10 (no altitude, lane assist, mute, north direction and route number).

It should be remembered that most drivers have not had the opportunity to try out
the proposed GPSs systems. As a result, they may indicate that they do not require certain
features because they have never had these features made available to them.

3.2. Results of Statistical Test

A Chi-squared test was used to check for normality of responses. The essence of the
test is to first calculate the expected distribution. This distribution is then compared to the
real (observed) distribution. The difference in deviation should be significant. Fisher’s
exact test for statistical significance test belongs to non-parametric procedures and is used
to analyze contingency tables. It measures the strength of the relationship between two
dichotomous variables and tests independence.

Its application is recommended for small samples because, with a small number of
elements, the sample distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis is generally
not χ2. Thus, a statistical decision based on this distribution will not be correct. However,
it can be used on a larger sample too. Due to the nature of the questions, we can examine
the relationships between the countries studied. Significant differences are red.

In the case of Fisher’s exact test, only “yes” and “no” answers can be used. We
summarized the answers for some questions (Table 5). For example, the possible answers
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for ‘Does the built-in GPS navigate you loudly?’ question were: Yes, in the native language;
Yes, in another language, but it can speak in the native language; No, it’s not speaking and
No, it can’t speak in the native language. For the data input method, we took as a starting
point that most of the drivers used the touchscreen. It was the same with the physical
appearance: the “usual place” was the affirmative answer.

In cases where there is a significant difference, Austria is always one of the countries
that is different from the others with one exception. p = 1 means they are coming from the
same distribution.

Table 5. Results of the Fisher’s exact test. Significant differences (p < 0.05) in red.

Question p Value
Hungary-Romania

p Value
Hungary-Austria

p Value
Romania-Austria

Does the built-in GPS navigate you loudly? 0.0604 <0.00001 0.0118
Can you control the system with voice control? 0.0757 0.0043 0.3229
Built-in GPS data input method? 0.4618 0.0855 0.0316
Does the “click” has a voice on the built-in GPS? 0.0004 0.3465 0.0002
Where would you place the navigation information
(e.g., arrow) in your area? 0.2106 0.0041 0.163

Do you turn off the “night mode”? 0.3746 0.7563 0.6869
(Does the built-in navigation system offer alternative
routes when planning the route?)
If so, do you usually watch it?

1 1 1

Does the built-in GPS enable use while driving? 0.4428 0.0047 0.0398
Do you use the GPS while driving? 1 1 1

4. Discussion

We summarized the 213 answers of the three countries for all the 24 questions (4023 answers).
The results presented in Table 5 were also used for this summary. If at least two of the three
p values showed significant differences, they were included in the final results. The results
are presented in Figure 11. Hungarian is used in the illustration. “Utca” means street and
“Majd” means then. For other terms or help labels, the English meaning is shown in gray.
In line with the questions, we derived the following results:

1. The device speaks the user’s native language most of the time but cannot handle voice
commands—even if it implements voice recognition, it is more common that drivers
do not take advantage of this feature (Figure 3).

2. Most people use a perspective view (with the facing direction to the north).
3. Although it was not specifically asked what input method was preferred (just what

they currently have), from Figure 4a, we can conclude that: (A) many people are
bothered by the navigation knob (it makes it difficult to enter text); and (B) voice
navigation is not widely used. Based on these questions, the touchscreen has been
designated as the required input.

4. Since only a small percentage of users (~30) indicated that they are specifically both-
ered by the click sound when they select something on the interface, we concluded
that users will also want this sound to some extent.

5. Most would prefer the current placement of the navigation interface. The top of the
center console also received a similar percentage, so we marked it with a dashed line.

6. Users prefer the night mode and they usually check the alternative routes during
planning (gray line in the illustration).

7. Although it is not connected to the map view of the interface, most drivers use history
for frequently visited addresses (mostly addresses of family or friends).
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Returning to the specific objectives outlined in the introduction:

• What do GPSs look like today and what are they used for?

In Figure 10, the currently used interfaces can be seen. Respondents have indicated
quite a few features that they are seeing in their built-in navigation device. Only a few
questions about usage have been highlighted here (see [54–56] for more). Based on these, it
seems that even though the device incorporates many capabilities, most drivers use it to
perform only a few basic tasks.

• Do drivers consider these devices to be appropriate? If not, what would they prefer?

Whether we look at the responses divided by country (Figure 10) or in total (Figure 11),
it is clear that drivers want fewer features on these devices. Perhaps an even bigger problem
is that because of the cost of the device (and upgrades), many people prefer to not use the
built-in navigation device at all. The lack of traffic information—available for free on a
phone app—is a major drawback to built-in GPSs.

• Are there any differences in the preferences of countries with different economic backgrounds?

If we compare the three countries, the habits and devices of the Austrians differ in
several respects. Because they speak a world language, their tools almost always speak
to them in their native language. In the case of the other two countries, this may even be
explained by the fact that more people may buy a car from a foreign country because it is
less expensive. For example, in the case of Hungarian respondents, 65% have a used car
and did not have the opportunity to choose what device they wanted in the vehicle. In
the case of Austria, this applied to only 37% of respondents. The major difference can be
seen in the currently used devices—in terms of its language on the one hand and its level
of development on the other. This is advantageous in that it makes it easier to create an
interface that is suitable for everyone.
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5. Conclusions

In general, it seems that car and navigation companies have likely not carried out the
necessary research to make built-in navigation devices really useful to a broad user base.
This research can serve as a starting point. The specific findings are as follows:

(1) Generally speaking, the built-in GPSs currently on the market are overloaded with
features. On the one hand, users themselves (regardless of country) seem to require
less functionality in the interface, and on the other hand, the existing functions are
not fully utilized either.

(2) From a cartographic point of view, users desire the display of fewer and fewer objects
and need them represented in the simplest possible form. Further simplification may
be a necessary as a car navigation system is primarily intended to facilitate driving.

(3) The main downside is the price of these built-in devices. Many people also do not
pay to update the data. Thus, these built-in devices will become less useful over time.

(4) Only a few users take advantage of the more sophisticated features in these devices.
Those who do so do it confidently and regularly.

(5) Due to the different economic backgrounds in the countries surveyed, there are
differences in the desired interface. However, when looking at usage habits, these
differences become much more negligible.

(6) Navigation software companies should notice that a lot of people use the GPS while
driving, especially to enter a new address. It may be worth re-thinking this feature to
minimize the potential for accidents.

An area of future research associated with navigation devices of all types would be
whether map-reading skills are declining as users become more dependent on their devices.
It may also be the case that the quality or functionality of mental maps is declining. While
navigation devices help us move through the spatial environment, they may not help the
user conceive of the space they are traversing. If that is the case, humans will become
increasingly dependent on them.
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